
AGI FERTILIZER SYSTEMS, 
LEADING THE WAY IN  
FERTILIZER HANDLING 
AGI understands that providing excellent customer experience requires full and complete solutions that make our customers successful. 
That’s why AGI brought together the dry handling capabilities of AGI Yargus and the liquid handling capabilities of AGI Junge. Combined, 
they make up the largest and most advanced product line in the industry – AGI Fertilizer Systems.

Yargus and Junge: Better Together with AGI

AGI acquired Yargus in 2016 and Junge in 2018, recognizing that their experience and capabilities combined with AGI’s strength and 
support through engineering, design and technology would raise the bar on what’s possible in fertilizer handling systems. This acquisition 
allows AGI to deliver top quality equipment and engineering services, partnering with our customers from initial concept to final  
installation. We are also able to provide an unmatched level of accuracy throughout fertilizer storage, blending, and usage in both dry  
and liquid applications.
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AGI FERTILIZER SYSTEMS 
PRODUCT LINE HIGHLIGHTS

AGI Yargus

Yargus’ flagship blending system for 
the dry fertilizer handling line is the fully 
automated Declining Weight System. Its 
advanced technology results in a blending 
system that is one of the most accurate 
and fastest available today. 

In addition to the Declining Weight  
System, Yargus offers: 

• tapered vertical and rotary drum 
blenders

• towers

• conveyers

• bucket elevators and more. 

ACT NOW
Improve your facilities and strengthen your operations with AGI Fertilizer Systems. Contact 
us or learn more at aggrowth.com/fertilizer about how our comprehensive fertilizer  
handling solution can be customized to meet your needs. 
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AGI ADVANTAGE

AGI Fertilizer Systems is a prime example 
of the AGI Advantage - offering unparal-
leled support, full product solutions while 
always looking to the future. 

What makes AGI Fertilizer Systems 
unique is the support infrastructure that 
we pair with our comprehensive product 
lines.  AGI partners with our customers to 
provide a full system solution, including:

• Engineering/design

• Software development/support

• Project management

• Manufacturing

• Installation and service

Specialty products such as powder  
feeders and liquid coating also comprise 
its versatile product line. 

Moreover, Yargus’ capabilities extend even 
further.  Yargus offers superior automation 
control. AGI SureTrack Plant Manager 
integrates Yargus and Junge software and 
is capable of integrating with multiple 
software platforms to provide inventory 
tracking, maintenance reminders and 
service updates. 

AGI Junge

Junge has built a reputation of putting 
customers in control as the leading  
manufacturer of automation, measure-

ment and blending systems for the 
agriculture, fuel and aerial industries. 

Junge provides a mass meter system 
that is accurate to .10%, allowing it to 
be legal for trade without scales. It also 
offers both a precision weighing system 
that provides the most accurate blending 
system and a platform scale system, that 
enables hands free filling, remote start, 
tacking and product information. 

AGI customers are able to find a solution 
to all their bulk handling needs while 
systems can be custom designed as re-
quired. With 30+ divisions, AGI’s expertise 
has the answer for all our Fertilizer, Feed, 
Grain, Seed and Food needs. 

Always looking ahead 

AGI is continually updating its extensive 
product line in order to meet the needs 
of the industry, globally. AGI’s extensive 
experience combined with our regular 
investments in expertise, innovation and 
technology allow us to deliver the highest 
quality, cost-effective total fertilizer 
solutions to our customers. Whether 
you require volumetric/declining weight, 

conveying, batch blending, tower blend-
ing, liquid handling or in-plant receiving 
systems, AGI is your one stop solution 
around the world. 
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